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About This Game

Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.

It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.

FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles

•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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Very basic, but very nice indie top down shooter game. Yeah, graphic have little...mixed terrible and nice (What I talking
about...). And that soundtrack hear like 90's early game soundtrack, very basic and lovely. My mainly focused on arsenal, this
game have nice weapon detail, can see the mag or clip on the ground when you reload done, also they added some their designed
sci-fi weapons (Like Koroak 45, that is can't found it on history, this game said it is prototype Russia assault rifle.) Boss is no
too hard, very easy, but still need careful play with them. At last, this is very basic and fun's indie game, that price is worth..
Qasir al-Wasat is interesting but sometimes frustrating. Sometimes (possibly just my computer) the game sort of stops
responding so you are sneaking around and then then you let go of the button but the character just keeps going. It took me a
while to get use to the keys used in the game and at first glance I didn't realize I could change the key bindings till after I'd
already gotten used to them. You don't have to kill anyone except the 3 targets (if you can be careful enough) or you can kill
everyone in sight. Many of this games achievements revolve around trying those in varying degrees (killing everyone, killing
none, killing only men, only women, only soldiers, only civilians). I can't say I really want to try playing it through more than
once but during the initial play through, it can be both addicting and frustrating but mostly enjoyable. I do like collecting
achievements though so maybe if I give it a bit of a break between playthroughs I would be willing to give it another go trying
for missed achievements. If it weren't for a desire to complete achievements though this would be in my opinion a single
playthrough game.

The developers set the story in Syria but decided to use Persian miniatures for their stylized characters and settings. Though I
like the style I don't see why they couldn't just set the story in Persia. They seem to try to reconcile it as a mish-mash of cultures
and peoples who end up trapped in the castle but still it's sort of like soft Orientalism that they try to validate. The music is sort
of occasionally pseudo-Middle Eastern-ish but in the most base and generic way. I do like some of the small touches they put
into it that are fairly true to an accurate portrayal of the Middle East. The characters do mention Allah, there are many items
which were modeled after actual items in museums, the castle is modeled after real life Syrian castles, and they even have a sort
of pseudo-Arabic calligraphy in the game that's actually a fairly good representation of Arabic Calligraphic Art but without
actually being Arabic (or Turkish, or Persian\/Farsi).. Pretty fun, pretty cool, but you won't learn much at all about ML. More of
visual pseudo-ML-code than anything else, unfortunately. Fun game, but frustrating at times due to a lack of explanation (imo).
If you're not looking to learn, great game. If you are, I certainly wouldn't start here.. This game would have been fun except for
the awful controls and the lack of control customisation. When I can get over the jankiness of the controls I can enjoy it but I'm
always thinking how it could be better if i could remap the keybinds. Might be better with a console controller but for PC users I
wouldn't recommend it. On a sidenote I enjoyed the different perspective on WWII the story took.. wow this was a waste of
money
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Warning: This game will leave you with many unanswered questions. Many.

I hesitantly recommend this game because of the gaping holes in whatever concept of a storyline it seems to have, but if you are
a fan of psychological thrillers, then you'd be a fan of this game.

Personally, I'd favor a more structured background of your situation in the game, but if you appreciate mystery more than I do
the pieces of the big puzzle can be a thrill to assemble.

The games succeeds in two points: It's very eerie (a must have for games such as this), and its puzzles vary widely enough to stay
interesting throughout the entire game. Whether it's mazes, lasers, shaped puzzles, item hunts, audio matchups, etc, every puzzle
was simple yet complex enough to allow for the thrill and the (limited) storytelling in between.

I picked this game up on sale, and if you're looking for a quick thrill, I recommend you do too.. Not to hard not to easy, but
much faster loading times in this one compared to the 1st game. It just seems so lazy.
The description talks about immersive environments but the screenshots are all on the same road.
The first bit is a parkour map aaaannnnddd....then you die.
Don't bother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7bN7oTvlUnc. Dang fun little classic style platformer, with colorful and vibrant graphics. It is not something
too out of the ordinary, but that is probably one of the alluring things about this game. It is quick and easy to pick up and play,
and if you want to test yourself, there are 3 different difficulty modes. I have not played ALLOT of this game yet, but this is not
that type of game. It is a simple yet very fun game, and it will run on just about any PC. Completely compatible with the Xbox
360 controller. Packs a real punch for the price!. Excellent game!

Very well executed and original.
Perfect little mini-game for my laptop when im travling or simply not at home.
. The idea is simple yet clever - a bejeweled-like game that lets you clear the board in the rhythm of your favourite music.
Sounds like fun, right? Well, it's not. The beat detection - a core part of this game mechanics - is totally screwed up which
makes it pretty much unplayable.
First time, I played for about an hour before I grew irritated enough to uninstall the game. Second time, I got frustrated after a
few songs. Third time, I didn't even manage to finish the first song. There will be no fourth time, I'm more than sure.. The sound
track is very cute! But icant seem to find where steam placed the files... Does anybody know where it might be?. iru a cute
too bad she sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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